SYNOPSIS.

Candelas, a young, very beautiful and passionate woman, has loved a wicked, jealous, and dissolute, but fascinating and cajoling gipsy. Although having led a very unhappy life with him, she has loved him intensely and mourned his loss, unable ever to forget him. Her memory of him is something like a hypnotic dream, a morbid, gruesome, and maddening spell. She is terrorised by the thought that the dead may not be entirely gone, that he may return, that he continues to love her in his fierce, shadowy, faithless and caressing way. She lets herself become a prey to her thoughts of the past, as if under the influence of a spectre; yet she is young, strong, and vivacious. Spring returns and, with it, love, in the shape of Carmelo.

Carmelo, a handsome youth, enamoured and gallant, makes love to her. Candelas, not unwilling to be won, almost unconsciously returns his love, but the obsession of her past weighs against her present inclination. When Carmelo approaches her and endeavours to make her share in his passion, the Spectre returns and terrifies Candelas, whom he separates from her lover. They cannot exchange the kiss of perfect love.

Carmelo being gone, Candelas languishes and droops; she feels as if bewitched, and her past loves seems to flutter heavily round her like malevolent and foreboding bats. But this evil spell has to be broken, and Carmelo believes to have found a remedy. He has once been the comrade of the gipsy whose spectre haunts Candelas. He knows that the dead lover was the typical faithless and jealous Andalusian gallant. Since he appears to retain, even after death, his taste for beautiful women, he must be taken by his weak side and thus diverted from his posthumous jealousy, in order that Carmelo may exchange with Candelas the perfect kiss against which the sorcery of love cannot prevail.

Carmelo persuades Lucia, a young and enchantingly pretty gipsy girl, the friend of Candelas, to simulate acceptance of the spectre’s addresses. Lucia, out of love for Candelas and from feminine curiosity, agrees. The idea of a flirtation with a ghost seems to her attractive and novel. And then, the dead man was so mirthful in life! Lucia takes up the sentinel’s post. Carmelo returns to make love to Candelas, and the Spectre intervenes.... but he finds the charming little gipsy, and neither can nor will resist the temptation, not being experienced in withstanding the allurements of a pretty face. He makes love to Lucia, coaxing and imploring her, and the coquettish young gipsy almost brings him to despair. In the meantime, Carmelo succeeds in convincing Candelas of his love, and life triumphs over death and over the past. The lovers at last exchange the kiss that defeats the evil influence of the Spectre, who perishes, definitely conquered by love.
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Quién lo ha bía de decir que otra la vendrías.
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Poco meno mosso che \( \frac{4}{4} \) (\( \text{d} = 76 \))

**coro inglés**

**voz**

Soy la voz de tu destiño! ¡Soy el fuego en que teabrañas! Soy el viento en que suspiras!

---
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Soy la mar en que naufraga! ¡Soy la mar en que naufraga!
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